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Visible Voice Books was founded with a simple mission - to provide the kind of bookstore experience that
can't be had at the big box stores. As time has passed and the big box bookstores have risen to
prominence, the experience of encountering books has changed. It's hard to wander around chain
bookstores and make discoveries, meet new authors, encounter unexplored topics. That's what Visible
Voice Books is all about - discoveries.
Visible Voice Books, opened in February 2007, is an independent bookstore with a community feel.
Located in the Tremont neighborhood of Cleveland, Ohio, we offer hand-selected new and used books in
a variety of topics, with store specialties including fiction, modern poetry, Beat and counterculture writers,
political and current event writing, art and music books. A uniquely comprehensive and cutting edge
selection of magazines is available, along with cards and literary gifts. Out-of-print, rare and antiquarian
book ordering is also offered.
Free meeting space is available in the upstairs room or outdoor patio. Meetings of all kind are welcome book clubs, writers' workshops, community groups, revolution-planners. As long as it’s non-violent, every
group and all people are welcome here. We also host special events at the store, including author visits
and signings, events in conjunction with the monthly Tremont Art Walk, and readings by local authors and
open mic poetry evenings. It's all part of our commitment to serving as an integral part of the thriving,
diversely eclectic Tremont community.
We believe that the experience of walking into our bookstore is one-of-a-kind. From favorite authors to
authors you haven't yet read, our selection is full of authors we are proud and privileged to carry. And the
best part of Visible Voice, what really sets us apart, is our commitment to serving you. We dig books as
much as you do, and we can't wait to introduce you to a new author, or have you introduce us to one we
haven't met. It’s symbiotic, at Visible Voice. All we need is you.
"The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved,
desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn,
burn, burn like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars..."

Store Hours
Tuesday-Saturday:
Noon-8:00pm
Sunday:
Noon-6:00pm
Closed Mondays
Open later for special events
and on Tremont Artwalk
Nights
Information
We sell tickets for all
Beachland Ballroom concerts
and events.
Join Our Loyalty Program:
Every $100 spent earns a $15
gift certificate.Inquire at the
store for details.

- Jack Kerouac, On The Road, 1957
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